Cultural landscape of mountain settlements is formed by combination of nature and human activities such as agriculture and is represented as "living landscape." The landscape consists of multiple elements which relate to one another.
This complexity makes the attempt of conservation distressing. This study attempts to construct a simple model composing of "property," "system," and "habitants" for grasping living landscape by analyzing mountain settlements in Ukiha-machi, Fukuoka prefecture. The case study showed that these three points led by human activities related to one another, which in turn led to the preservation of landscape. In this model the totality of environment composed of property, system, and habitants was shown on one circle.
山村集落における景観保全のモデル化による考察
These three components were mutually related through "human activities" and need to be balanced for retaining the totality of environment.
Then, we examined how landscape is conserved in Uchigaharu Settlements on Niikawa District by using this activities made System and Habitants disappear, which left only Property, yet this unbalanced situations were balanced again by conservation group's cultivation, which in turn led to the conservation of landscape. In other words, the conservation group's activities are not only just contract cultivation but a new "human activity" which becomes their self-directed daily lives.
In this way it is considered that in a critical situation where landscape is likely to disappear if traditional rice cultivation ends, three components of a diagram of landscape conservation get together by starting preservation activities as a to design "human activities" on preservation activities appropriately, therefore it is necessary to construct the framework of preservation based on this perspective. It is considered that the technique of the diagram of landscape conservation which maintains three points with balance, designs the "human activities" that related to one another, and carries it out, is functioned as a mechanism that allows moderate changes. "Living" landscape is derived from the holistic outcome of these attempts. 
MODEL OF THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE CONSERVATION ON MOUNTAIN SETTLEMENTS

